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 1 Abstract 

As school-going teenagers', we can relate to the many stresses faced by teenagers, 

particularly between the ages of 13 and 18, in today’s society, which are further amplified by 

the Covid-19 pandemic. Our project is about helping teenagers, cope with mental health 

issues during the pandemic by disseminating information to them on how to stay happy and 

methods to resolve some of their problems, while giving them a platform of voice concern and 

show care to others. We hope that we can help them cope with mental obstacles and lead a 

happier and more fulfilling life. 

We want to use a multi-pronged approach to face this problem. By using physical and online 

presence as a form of constant reminders, coupled with peer support, we hope to help 

teenagers cope with their mental health issues and let them know that they are not alone. 

 

Introduction 

1.1 

Rationale 

Teenagers' mental health is a prevalent problem in modern day society. Often neglected 

due to the stereotype that young people in modern society have nothing to worry about 

due to our privileged lifestyle, teenagers’ mental health can go unchecked, leading to 

rapid deterioration and extreme acts. This has been further amplified by the Covid-19 

Pandemic, resulting in an increased number of extreme acts by teenagers.  

 

 For example, the River Valley incident which happened on July 19, where a Sec 4 

student at River Valley High School allegedly killed a Sec 1 student on campus. 

Therefore, we want to help tackle this problem using various means and methods in 

hope to let teenagers know that they are not facing their problems alone and should be 

steadfast and resilient in facing their problems.  



  This is reflected in the name “SteadyLah” where “steady” encourages students to be 

steadfast and resilient in facing problems and “Lah” represents the Singapore 

community, showing that we as a community stand in solidarity with them. 

 

 

Based on our research, we found out that the age of onset of mental disorders was 

particularly between the age of 15 to 18. Thus, we want to tackle the problem of mental 

disorders when one is younger before it snowballs into a more serious case. 

 

1.2 

Objectives 

The objectives of Project SteadyLah were to: 

1. Disseminate information to teenagers to help them cope with mental        

obstacles. 

2. Raise awareness of the prevalent problem of students with mental health 

 conditions. 

1.3  

Target Audience 

The target audience of Project SteadyLah was: 

1. Singaporean students between the age of 13-18 years old, where we 

observed the onset of mental disorders. 

1.4 

Resources 

The resources we created were: 



1. A Collaborative Spotify Playlist 

2. A Set of Bookmarks 

3. A Community Padlet 

4. Video References 

5. A Talk Show episode 

6. A Set of Posters 

7. 3 Instagram Packages 

 

 

1.5 

Project Logo 

Our first design was to use a calming blue colour with a man masked up to 

show the prevalence of COVID-19. (Figure below) 

 

 

 

 



The silhouette of a person thinking solemnly shows that one may be facing 

many challenges however we would like to be in their minds to encourage 

them as shown in our logo. The thumbs up represents encouragement. 

(Figure below) 

 

2 Review 

We found out that many different sources such as brookings.edu or google scholar 

papers were not relevant to us. They mainly researched on how mental problems came 

about. Many various sources mainly targeted older age groups or students of overseas 

countries. Even in Singapore schools, when counsellors try to appeal to students to 

seek help, it is unsuccessful. Students were afraid to ask for help voluntarily. Thus, 

there is much to be done in raising awareness of how the pandemic has affected mental 

health. We have therefore created our own resource package to help students seek 

help, without having to face the fear of discrimination. Students can use our platforms to 

feel the “gotong royong” spirit.   

 

 

 

 



 

3 Methodology 

3.1  

Needs Analysis 

 

With a sample size of 105, and 97 of them being our target group (aged 13-18), we 

conducted a survey of the mental health of teenagers during the pandemic. Using a 

likert scale of 1-4, 4 being “strongly agree” and 1 being “strongly disagree”, we 

concluded that the mental health of teenagers’ was declining during the pandemic. 

(Figure 3.1.1) 

 

 

     Figure 3.1.1 

Of the 105 people we surveyed, 88.6% of them were within the age group of 13-18, thus 

showing that our analysis of students in particular was accurate. (Figure 3.1.2) 



 

          Figure 3.1.2  

 

Of all our respondents, we listed down all common problems teenagers might 

face during the pandemic. A shocking number of only 4.5% of our respondents 

claimed  that they were not affected by the pandemic at all. 72.4% of them lacked 

motivation to do homework and 57.8% of them lacked motivation to exercise. 

These are all early signs of the onset of mental health disorders. (Figure 3.1.3) 

 

           Figure 3.1.3 



Our 50.4% of our respondents felt sad or down often.(Figure 3.1.4) 

 

                              Figure 3.1.4  

 

 

32.1% of our respondents had increasing anger, hostility and violence. (Figure 3.1.5) 

 

     Figure 3.1.5 



35.2% of our respondents had extreme mood changes of highs and lows often. (Figure 3.1.6) 

 

     Figure 3.1.6  

60% of our respondents had significant tiredness and low energy often. (Figure 3.1.7)

 

     Figure 3.1.7 

 

 



55.2% of our respondents had withdrawal from friends and activities. (Figure 3.1.8) 

 

     Figure 3.1.8 

59.2% of our respondents had sleeping problems. (Figure 3.1.9) 

 

      Figure 3.1.9 

 

 



In order to help our target audience, we gave our audience the opportunity to select what they 

really needed. This would allow our work to be absorbed by them most effectively.  

(Figure 3.1.10) 

 

     Figure 3.1.10 

As such, we used the top four methods to help our target group of teenagers aged 13-18 years 

old. Additionally, we added a few of our own ideas of a padlet and spotify playlist along the 

process of carrying out our project. 

3.2  

Development of Resources 

We set up an instagram page and began setting up our website. As we were novice web 

builders, we used a website building software called Wix. We chose this over google site as it 

was able to accurately store data and present information in a more presentable manner. It 

contained many templates to help reinforce our designing and beautification of our website. 

Additionally, we also used Canva to design our bookmarks and posters. Furthermore, we 

enlisted the help of a few friends from NAFA(Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts) and from Hwa 

Chong AEP(Art Elective Program) as they had more hands on experience and better creativity in 

the designing of our infopgraphics. 

 



3.3 

Pilot Test 

As part of the objective of the project, we decided to raise awareness and disseminated 

information as part of our pilot test. 

1) We sent our first draft of posters and bookmarks to our friends aged 13-18 for them to 

provide valuable feedback. We worked on their feedback and changed the design and 

overall concept of the posters and bookmarks. 

2) We created a rough layout of our website via a google docs and sent it to our friends 

aged 13-18 for them to give their opinions on how to make it more appealing. They gave 

us the suggestion of a less cluttered website design. They also advised us to make our 

website simpler in order to appeal to the minds of younger teenagers. 

3) For our Padlet, we received constant feedback even after the release of it about the 

colour and design of our padlet. We settled on a colour that stimulates calmness and 

relaxation. 

 

4 Outcome and Discussion 

4.1 

Final Resource Package 

1) Website. We hosted a website through the help of wix.com. It acted as a carrier to 

deseminate information of the other segments of our website. Under the “our intiative” 

segment,  we listed down all our resource packages. They were all set into website sub-

folders such that they look more aesthetically pleasing. The website also contained 

various methods of contactability and allowed our viewers to engage us with a chatbox. 

We used predominantly communal language for viewers to feel a sense of camaraderie. 

We used the calming colour of blue for viewers to feel assured upon checking our 

website.This is the link of our website. https://projectsteadylah.wixsite.com/my-site 

https://projectsteadylah.wixsite.com/my-site


2) Collaborative Spotify Playlist.  We understand that many of us listen to music on a daily 

basis, thus we have created spotify playlists for all to work on together. The playlists are 

collaborative and students can add their own songs into it. The playlists were 

moderated to ensure there was no harmful songs in them. Each playlist is about 1 hour 

30 mins. We created 4 different playlists: To inspire, To motivate ,To enhance and 华文

歌曲. They served 4 different purposes.  

- “To inspire” helped to ignite a spark within each individual’s mind. It helped to positively 

motivate one. It consisted of songs that our group members thought were inspiring and 

would help to spur one on. 

- “To Motivate” helped to further inspire. We understand that it is not easy to get the ball 

rolling. So, this playlist helps to kick things up and encourage one to take action. It 

mainly consists of podcasts of particularly inspirational people and motivational 

speeches. These have been sieved through by our members to ensure high quality. 

- “To enhance” further enhances enthusiasm and outlook on life, fueling one’s drive to 

greater possibility. Those songs consisted of mainly those used by DJs to hype up the 

atmosphere. These songs help to empower one and strengthen their enthusiasm. 

- The final one, 华文歌曲 involved our Chinese viewers. We wanted them to feel involved 

as well, and not to rely on English songs. Thus, we got one of our members, who is a 

Chinese song enthusiast, to specially curate this list.  

All the links to the various playlist can be viewed from this link. 

https://projectsteadylah.wixsite.com/my-site/spotify 

We also included a working QR code to be scanned on the sides our playlist. This allowed 

for easy listening if one is browsing on his computer and wants to listen to music with 

greater motility on mobile. 

3) Padlet. We created a Padlet to encourage community support among one another. 

Students could add their own views and opinions to encourage each other. We 

moderated the Padlet to ensure no harmful words were written. This is the link of our 

Padlet on the website. We pasted a few notable Padlet messages onto our website and 

left some comments on them https://projectsteadylah.wixsite.com/my-site/copy-of-

https://projectsteadylah.wixsite.com/my-site/spotify
https://projectsteadylah.wixsite.com/my-site/copy-of-padlet


padlet This is our Padlet link, which is also on our website.  

https://padlet.com/202367n/r8m5dtckitqldazu 

4) Video References. We listed down a few YouTube channels and particular videos that we 

as a group have watched before. We linked them onto our website for easy access for our 

viewers. They are mainly Singaporean channels as they are more relevant. There is also a 

video of one of Hwa Chong’s students--- Ryan Tay. He is a video creator and an especially 

motivational one as well. He has captivated our attention with his amazing videography 

and the calmness of his language choice. This is the link to our YouTube page on wix. 

https://projectsteadylah.wixsite.com/my-site/video-references 

5) A Talk Show Episode. We got our group leader—Lucas. To record a video for our website. 

We did not upload it to YouTube but instead made it a JPEG for everyone to download 

and watch. Lucas presented a short slideshow and talked about how Covid has been 

affecting students significantly in Singapore. This is the link of the video location which 

can be seen upon scrolling down to the bottom of the page. 

https://projectsteadylah.wixsite.com/my-site/video-references  

This is the google drive where the video can be found. 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1nP-

eLQQwpgCthBTPS8TfrtH6rRpg9HvA?usp=sharing 

6) Poster.  We created 2 posters with the help of Canva and advice from our friend from 

NAFA and Hwa Chong AEP. They suggested the use of Canva as it is an easy to use 

designing software and contains many different templates for us to select from. We 

created 2 variations of our poster. The first one was about reminders to stay positive and 

the second was about how to destress. We also included relevant contact details of 

authorities one can seek help from. This is the link of the poster segment of our website. 

https://projectsteadylah.wixsite.com/my-site/general-3. For our community that would 

like to download the posters and use them, we included a google drive where we pasted 

down the PDF files of the posters. This allows them to be printed with a higher picture 

resolution. https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/14El9JDvL-

aOPjR0oubQv2aRqxbD0OF9f?usp=sharing 

https://projectsteadylah.wixsite.com/my-site/copy-of-padlet
https://padlet.com/202367n/r8m5dtckitqldazu
https://projectsteadylah.wixsite.com/my-site/video-references
https://projectsteadylah.wixsite.com/my-site/video-references
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1nP-eLQQwpgCthBTPS8TfrtH6rRpg9HvA?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1nP-eLQQwpgCthBTPS8TfrtH6rRpg9HvA?usp=sharing
https://projectsteadylah.wixsite.com/my-site/general-3
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/14El9JDvL-aOPjR0oubQv2aRqxbD0OF9f?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/14El9JDvL-aOPjR0oubQv2aRqxbD0OF9f?usp=sharing


7) Bookmarks. We understand that apart from media presence, we need to be present in real-

life too. What better way than to associate positive reading attitudes with positivity. We 

made a set of four bookmarks that our viewers could choose from. We pasted the relevant 

images onto our site. Additionally, for our friends that wanted to print them out, we linked 

down our google drive containing the PDF of our bookmarks. Students could print them in 

higher picture quality and use them more effectively. This is the link for our website containing 

the bookmarks segment. https://projectsteadylah.wixsite.com/my-site/bookmarks This is the 

link for the google drive where the bookmarks can be downloaded. 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1y6qoQ-bh7Zyfh0Kqd0sbhbjz-

lKNR4xm?usp=sharing 

8) Instagram. We created 3 different Instagram resource packages containing various methods 

to relax.  This is the link for our Instagram. https://www.instagram.com/project_steadylah/  

Firstly, we did our research via Healthline and listed down our favorite breathing 

techniques. There were 5 different kinds: Deep Breathing, Belly Breathing, 4-8-7 

breathing, Roll breathing and Morning Breathing. These are vital in calming oneself down. 

Our group members have also tried out these methods and realized they were 

significantly superior in calming one down as compared to normal breathing. The link for 

Instagram package 1. https://projectsteadylah.wixsite.com/my-site/copy-of-bookmarks 

(Note: There seems to be some error with the URL name of the link, but it will bring you 

to the right destination.) 

 

Secondly, we listed down various kinds of exercises that will help to keep one’s mind 

active and away from the feeling of stress and anxiety. There were 6 different kinds of 

exercises:  Bridge, Chair Squat, Knee Pushup, Stationary Lunge, Bicycle Crunch, Forearm 

Plank. This were simple yet effective exercises to keep one busy. The link for Instagram 

package 2: https://projectsteadylah.wixsite.com/my-site/copy-of-instagram-package-1 

(Note: Yet again, there seems to be some error with the URL name of the link, but it will 

bring you to the right destination.) 

 

https://projectsteadylah.wixsite.com/my-site/bookmarks
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1y6qoQ-bh7Zyfh0Kqd0sbhbjz-lKNR4xm?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1y6qoQ-bh7Zyfh0Kqd0sbhbjz-lKNR4xm?usp=sharing
.%20https:/www.instagram.com/project_steadylah/
https://projectsteadylah.wixsite.com/my-site/copy-of-bookmarks
https://projectsteadylah.wixsite.com/my-site/copy-of-instagram-package-1
https://projectsteadylah.wixsite.com/my-site/copy-of-instagram-package-1


Lastly, we listed down extra techniques that will help to keep you calm and relaxed. 

They consisted of activities that will distract you from feelings of stress. They consisted 

of: Journaling, Listening to music, Mindful Meditation. These are miscellaneous 

activities. This is the link for the last resource package. 

https://projectsteadylah.wixsite.com/my-site/copy-of-instagram-package-2   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://projectsteadylah.wixsite.com/my-site/copy-of-instagram-package-2


4.2 

Receptiveness of Audience 

1) Website analysis. According to the analytical data provided by Wix, there were a total of 109 

viewers of our site from the period of July 18 to August 16. There were 77 different visitors. The 

average site duration was 4min 48s, showing that people were intently focused on our website. 

The mained source that was directing our audience was a chat form which will be further 

elaborated on further. To us, this is a huge success as it showed a good number of vistors in a 

month despite the website having been released so long ago. (Figure 4.2.1)

 

       Figure 4.2.1 

2) Instagram. In order to see the receptiveness of our audience, we looked at our like 

count and our follower count. We garnered a total of 159 followers and counting. 

(Figure 4.2.2) 

 



 

     Figure 4.2.2 

Additionally, we received a total of 37 likes for our first post. (Figure 4.2.3) 

 

             Figure 4.2.3 

 

 

 

 

We received a total of 34 likes for our second post. (Figure 4.2.4) 



 

        Figure 4.2.4 

 Finally, we received a total of 51 likes on our last post, which is our highest. (Figure 4.2.5) 

 

Figure 4.2.5 

3) Padlet. We used our padlet as well as gauge for receptiveness of our audience. There was a 

huge amount of support for our padlet. We had a wholesome community for our padlets. This is 

the link for our padlet. https://padlet.com/202367n/r8m5dtckitqldazu 

4) Google forms. To provide a more friendlier approach for our analytics, we used a chatbot. What 

it did was to convert google forms questions into a chat bot, to provide a more close up 

apporach. This is our google form survey link. https://chat-forms.com/forms/1629018450337-

k1g/?form This data is sent to a excel sheet, where the data can be further analysed. 

 

Based on data from our chatbot, 72.8% of our visitors liked our website.(Figure 4.4.1) 

https://padlet.com/202367n/r8m5dtckitqldazu
https://chat-forms.com/forms/1629018450337-k1g/?form
https://chat-forms.com/forms/1629018450337-k1g/?form


 

    Figure 4.4.1 

 

 

 

54.6% of our viewers rated our padlet impact highly. (Figure 4.4.2) 

 

          Figure 4.4.2 

59.1% of our viewers liked our instagram account. (Figure 4.4.3) 

 

    Figure 4.4.3 

54.6% of our viewers agreed with our song selection. (figure 4.4.4) 



 

    Figure 4.4.4 

 

 

 

 

 

65.9% of our viewers liked our bookmark design. （Figure 4.4.5） 

 

   Figure 4.4.5 

72.7% liked our overall project concept of tacling mental health issues. 

(Figure 4.4.6) 

 



    Figure 4.4.6 

63.6% of our viewers liked our poster design. (Figure 4.4.7) 

 

    Figure 4.4.7 

When we asked our viewers for some feedback, they gave us positive 

responses. (Figure 4.4.8)

 

Figure 4.4.8 

 

If you would like to view a more detailed analysis of our project, this is an excel 

spreadsheet for you to check out. 



https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Ni1neKOVBeoeV6Usb9RL_Kv1DejC

c6Th9XXQB9rj4D4/edit?usp=sharing 

We strongly encouraged anonymity as we did not want anyone to feel 

pressurised and add on to mental health pain, as such, we did not record down 

anyone’s email or name. 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3  

Interesting encounters 

1) For our padlet, we managed to engage a Malaysian audience. Despite 

him not being in our target audience boundary group, we are still 

happily appalled by the fact that we were able to reach so far.  

（Figure 4.3.1) 

 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Ni1neKOVBeoeV6Usb9RL_Kv1DejCc6Th9XXQB9rj4D4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Ni1neKOVBeoeV6Usb9RL_Kv1DejCc6Th9XXQB9rj4D4/edit?usp=sharing


  Figure 4.3.1 

2) We are proud to say that we have managed to have been impactful to 

one of our viewers. He engaged us through the chatbox function in wix. 

We are grateful to him for reaching out to us.(Figure 4.3.2 and figure 

4.3.3) 

 

    Figure 4.3.2 

 

 

Figure 4.3.3 

We have gotten the permission from this specific person to post this particular 

email onto our website. We are not sure of his true identity yet but are quite 

happy to have helped him.  

 



 

 

 

5 Conclusion 

We are very thankful to have embarked on this project where we got to meet a 

diverse range of audience and a varied group of people. We learn a lot about 

what  the various groups of people with mental health difficulties need, such as 

annoymity. Many of them are really nice indivivuals who want to spur each other 

on and help each other out. We have managed to achieve our objectives looking 

at the striking response and feedback we received. We would like to thank our 

wholesome community for joining us in our learning journey. 
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